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David Oliver: Hotel chains are no answer to hospital
bed crises
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Roy Lilley, the ubiquitous health pundit, wrote in January of
the need for radical solutions to current NHS crises rather than
medical colleges endlessly campaigning for more resources.1

Lilley then set out some big, audacious ideas of his own. One
was that, to “get the thousands [of people] marooned in hospital
home safely,” we should “Block-book Premier Inns; create
step-down care. It’s £45 a night. Include a matron and some
care assistants and you’ll do it for £150. Hospitals cost £400.”2

Does this idea bear scrutiny? Who are these patients stranded
in hospital, and will it help them?3 4

Many are awaiting transfer to care homes. They are often still
very unwell and dependent on care. Dementia, severe frailty,
impaired continence, and mobility are the norm in long term
care, along with multiple comorbidities.5 Median survival time
from entering a UK nursing home is only nine months, so end
of life care is key, and acute admissions to hospital are frequent.6

Are budget hotel chains geared up for such needs—even with
care assistants?
Then we have those patients waiting for step-down intermediate
care, whether at home or in community facilities. They aren’t
going for convalescence or a rest cure, but for rehabilitation
requiring a skilled multidisciplinary approach.7 Without
comprehensive assessment and rehabilitation, long term
disability and dependence and the inability to return home are
more likely.8

Packing patients off for a bed-to-chair existence, with
no moving equipment or pressure relieving mattresses
or physiotherapy, isn’t the smartest move

We know that bed rest carries a whole range of harms and risks,
especially for older, frailer people.9 Packing patients off for a
bed-to-chair existence, with no moving or handling equipment
or pressure relieving mattresses and no physiotherapy, isn’t the
smartest move. Soon we’d see “exit block” from the hotel too,
when they were so dependent that no facility could take them.
In practice, patients on step-down hospital wards, in community
hospitals, or in step-down beds in care homes still require skilled

medical input—which is unsurprising in view of their medical
complexity and risk of further deterioration.
Given the workforce and workload crises in general practice
and community nursing, as well as struggles in providing clinical
input to existing facilities,10 where would clinical input come
from for patients decanted into budget hotels? We also have a
national recruitment crisis among care assistants.11 12 Moving a
few of them from home care to hastily commissioned hotel beds
will solve nothing.
Lilley’s idea doesn’t stand up. Sometimes the radical idea was
in fact the obvious one all along. We need to resource social
and community health services properly to enable patients to
leave hospital. And clinicians have a professional imperative
to keep saying so, even if those such as Lilley might find it
boring.
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